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Dominique hardware collection from Jeffrey Alexander®

Dominique Hardware Collection From Jeffrey Alexander®
is the Perfect Balance of Grace and Power
Fusing clean lines with soft under-curves, pulls and knobs offer a
soft-contemporary feel ideal for modern and transitional spaces
(Bossier City, Louisiana, April 2, 2020) Like a gymnast on a balance beam, Dominique knobs and pulls
from Jeffrey Alexander® hit the mark with the perfect balance of grace and power, making it a design-savvy
choice for transitional and contemporary spaces. Each pull features a dynamic, thin square shape paired with a
contoured under-curve for a comfortable feel, along with straight, rounded tube feet. Three coordinating knobs
echo the soft-contemporary feel.
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“Fusing daring lines with delicate contours, Dominique
presents a transitional vibe that’s suitable for nearly any
kitchen and bath style,” said Stephanie Lowe Mersky,
Product Manager, Decorative Products for Jeffrey
Alexander. “It’s a look that will remain timeless even as
design trends shift and change.”
One of the company’s largest collections, the
Dominique line includes five standard pulls, two
appliance pulls, and three knobs, including square
knobs and “T” knobs. Seven finishes are available:
Brushed Gold, Matte Black, Satin Bronze, Satin Nickel,
Brushed Oil Rubbed Bronze, Brushed Pewter, and
Polished Chrome.

Dominique pull and knobs in Matte Black

ABOUT JEFFREY ALEXANDER®
Jeffrey Alexander® designs, engineers, and manufactures products for the kitchen cabinet, bath, and closet
industries, including more than 70 distinctive collections of decorative knobs and pulls, more than 200 vanities and
an extensive lineup of sinks and kitchen islands. Known for its unique yet affordable style and on-trend finishes,
Jeffrey Alexander’s breadth of luxury designs cross the spectrum from traditional to transitional to ultra-modern.
Hardware and fixtures are crafted with acute attention to detail using quality materials such as zinc alloy and steel,
furniture-grade wood and 20-gauge SUS304 stainless steel.
Jeffrey Alexander is part of the Hardware Resources family of brands, which comprises:
• Jeffrey Alexander® premium decorative hardware, vanities, mirrors and kitchen islands
• Elements® decorative hardware, decorative hooks, and bath hardware
• H
 ardware Resources branded functional hardware, carved wood products, moldings, dovetail drawer boxes,
mitered cabinet doors, cabinet organizers, closet organizers and kitchen and bathroom sinks
• Task Lighting LED lighting and angle power strip products for cabinets, home, and unobtrusive power
For more information about Jeffrey Alexander, call toll free 1-800-463-0660 or visit HardwareResources.com.
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